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About This Game

Drunkn Bar Fight on Halloween is holiday themed snippet of the VR game Drunkn Bar Fight. This Halloween version is only
one level\bar without multiplayer. We have added a few new weapons to help you stave off the zombie horde.

Drunkn Bar Fight is a simple, immersive, silly, rowdy party game. Take turns throwing bottles, darts, chairs, tip jars or anything
else you can get your hands on at opponents. Or use those same items to smash the other patrons to the floor and then toss them

through plate glass window. Enjoy performing socially unacceptable behavior without the resulting obligatory visits to the
hospital, jail and courts. The only limits to the mayhem is your imagination and your moral decency.
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Title: Drunkn Bar Fight on Halloween
Genre: Indie
Developer:
The Munky
Publisher:
The Munky
Franchise:
Drunkn Bar Fight
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: i5 3.3 Ghz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space
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It is a correct flash-like 2D scroll shooter with interesting gameplay mechanics but it is too expensive for its content.. Had this
game on my 360 and loved it. There is really nothing like it out there. It isnt mind blowing fun but a good time for a history buff
that allows you to fly these planes and command these ships (that all feel exactly the same) in the second world war.

Give it a go. You wont regret it.. Fun little dungeon crawler. It wont change your life or anything but I enjoyed it. I think it was
made by one dude which makes it even more impressive. Worth maybe 2-3 play throughs at a total of 10-15 hours if that helps
you price it out.. Fun to play. Classic game.. Probably one of the best Breakout/Arkanoid clones I've played in years. Highly
recommended if you enjoy this genre.

Lots of levels with a cool theme for each, an entertaining and funny story mode, good music, secrets, nice achievements and a
dev who really listens to player feedback and keeps adding more content and refining the game.

The only thing that still confuses me a bit is the level selection menu/map but other than that no big deal.. a game that manages
to be even worse than novalogic's delta force: xtreme 2! woefully inept ai! uninspired level design! wow!. mmm I'm not the
smartest guy but I have watched previous tutorials of Dominic Qwek the majority of his pipeline is rather straight from the
imagination on these kinds of things, so with that being said minor knowledge of zbrush is required ... I am now finally going to
get to watch this :3. A fairly good game. Loads of fun, whether in Missions, Onslaught, and especially Sandbox.

The game is just spawning different beasts to fight each other in a TABS-ish fashion, but with more gore.

The choice between many beasts and the ability to attach weapons to them makes for very fun battles in Sandbox. You can even
edit beast HP and damage.

Lots of replayability, mostly because of Sandbox. You can also attempt to beat your lowest money spent on the missions.

Even though it's lots of fun, this game isn't very polished. Multiple key features are missing, and glitches happen a lot.

Features that should be added include but are not limited to:

-Editing beast stats and team without having to delete and replace them
-Better controls for tank
-Better aiming for tank (cannon vertical angle adjustment)
-Better aiming for weapon attachments (vertical angle adjustment)
-Better aiming for turrets (vertical angle adjustment)
-UI shows how to control flying beasts
-Fix beast body parts stretching too much and breaking game

Even with all the gameplay issues and glitches, this game is definetly worth the 10 or so dollars you pay for. Hours of fun.
. Glorious DLC.

Oblivion\/10
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The game is not finished and the devs have abandoned it for more than 5 months. Don't buy this.. There isn't really a game here.
It's just "watch things fall into holes simulator". Described as a "story-based physics puzzle game" but there's almost no story,
next to no puzzling, and minimal physics interactions beyond "fall into hole".. The king of the action-racers. Great graphic, good
handling of the vehicles and ingenious maps. With many things to unlock and many game modes you have hours of fun.. Lots of
fun, I have been following this game since its early Ludum Dare days.

If you enjoy inviting your friends over and destroying them in multiplayer games, This game should be at the top of you next
partys list. For those of you who dont have friends, the single player offers plenty of options for you as well :). Pretty easy to
figure out puzzle game. It's not like Hook at all, even though I thought it was a sequel or rip off just looking at it.

For a buck, these puzzle games are usually chill and not particularly challening. This one is not like that. The 4th to last puzzle
took some serious thought. The one after that has me hung up... So basically, it's a pretty challening puzzle game when you have
to combine everything you've learned at the end. Definitely worth a buck.

All those kids complaining about how it should be a free flash game are entilted little♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. MNC deserved love,
instead it received a early death.. This game is a ♥♥♥♥ing classic, this 6DOF plays like decent if the enemies had unreal
tournement AI's would highly recomend for people who like hardass games or just like retro FPS games.. If you have $2 left
over and want some DLC for this game, this is 100% not the DLC to buy. Only takes about 10-15min to beat, and the only fun
part of it is nighwings voice lines. Definitely the worst one of all the story DLC.
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